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Introduction
Today, our community is facing a growing number of transportation challenges, as traf-
fic grows and congestion worsens for signalized intersections. Based on that its needed 
balances solutions that improve safety and keep mobility for users with minimum 
travel time. To achieve these goals, a signalized intersection with displaced left turn 
are worth considering for more getting vehicle through the same spaces than the con-
ventional intersection. Additionally, displaced left turn allows left turning traffic moves 
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simultaneously with traffic resulting in significant operational benefits: saved time, 
agency saved cost, and communities benefit from safer facilities. The displaced left turn 
intersection is known also as continuous flow intersection of CFI moves the left turn 
crossover upstream and compared to conventional intersection conflicts are fewer at 
DLT and therefore improving intersection safety.

The objective of this research are to investigate the implementation of continuous flow 
intersection with displaced left turn with developed simulation traffic model by VISSIM 
program ver.9 to evaluate the traffic operation impacts of displaced left turn on perfor-
mance of signalized intersection in terms of vehicle delay, length of queue and stopped 
delay. The results of simulation models for conventional and displaced left turn (DLT) 
intersections are compared to investigate the effect of high left turn traffic on their oper-
ational performance.

The displaced left turn known as continues flow interstation is also an innovative 
design to improve mobility and safety by changing the direction of left turn on signalized 
intersection. This improved efficiency by allowing left turn and through movement on 
one or multiple approaches to occur at the same time and alleviate congestion. The main 
advantages of DLT interception is to increase the capacity that eliminate the need for 
future grade-separation intersections and increase the safety to reduce traffic accidents 
at high location of traffic vehicle crash (FHWA-HRT-09-060).

The authors [1–6] stated the adversely impact of U-turning vehicles on the capacity 
of a signalized intersections, and their obtained results showed an 8% reduction in the 
capacity for more than 40% of U-turn vehicles of the overall traffic volume [7].

Abdelrahman et al. [8] studied DLT intersections and concluded that DLT minimized 
delay at intersections and increased crash frequency in comparison to conventional 
intersections and recommended for safety countermeasures should be implemented to 
enhanced traffic safety at displaced left turn intersection (DLT).

Otkovic et al. [9] used the neural network to calibrate the VISSIM simulation model 
and applied the model on selected case study and gave basic insight to the methods of 
calibration of VISSIM microsimulation traffic for urban transport network. Otherwise, 
Qu et al. [10] stated that DLT did not increase the crash rate of overall studied intersec-
tions and crash rates that are related to left and right turn were reduced significantly.

Findings from previous studies approved that microsimulation traffic software are use-
ful for implementing and evaluating the operational performance of signalized intersec-
tion which will be useful for transportation modeling and accommodating the innovative 
solution for road network for future traffic volumes. The above studies did not adopt the 
change in traffic regulation for local regions laws and their effect on performance opera-
tion and capacity of signalized intersections.

Case study and data collection
The oversaturated signalized intersections during evening and morning peak hours 
due to growing number of vehicles within Palestine Arterial Street in Baghdad City 
and the development of surrounding land uses have become one of the most prob-
lems faced currently by road users, as presented in previous researches for same local 
study area [11, 12].
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Al-Sakhara signalized intersection is a four-leg intersection with geometric charac-
teristics presented in Table 1 with left, through and right turn lanes in each direction 
for all approaches as shown in Fig. 1. Al-Sakhara signalized intersection, which was 
selected as a case study for this research, suffer poor traffic conditions during peak 
periods and is incapable of meeting the increasing vehicle demand and induced long 
queue for left turn vehicles in the south approach that observed from field survey due 
to high traffic volume in the evening peak periods. Therefore, in order to increase the 
capacity of Al-Sakhara intersection, improve its level of service, and reduce the long 
queue, an innovative solution of continuous flow intersection (DLT) is adopted that 
divert the left turn vehicles to a left turn bay in the middle of block.

Figure 2 shows the Google Map screenshot for the location of the case study. Al-
Sakhara intersection with four leg is considered one of most congested intersection 
along Palestine arterial corridor in Baghdad City.

The collected field data for traffic volume demand were obtained from manual 
observation on Tuesday 17 April 2019 and Wednesday 18 April 2019 during sunny 
weather conditions. The time periods of collecting data for peak evening hours from 
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. because case study explored oversaturated and poor traffic 
operation conditions due to the its commercial land uses that attract high number of 
trips and induced high traffic demand. In Iraq follows the right side driving rules and 
the right turn flow for studied intersection. For Al-Sakhara intersection field survey, 
the following main points were found:

1. The absence of all- red and amber time phases were observed.
2. The long queue of left turn for the south approach were generated due to high 

demand volume.
3. High through volume for south and north approaches which splitting to right traffic 

and caused impedance to their maneuvers that induced high vehicle delay and worse 
conditions for intersection level of service.

Table 1 Geometric characteristics of Al-Sakhara signalized intersection

Approach Movement No. of lanes Average lane width 
(m)

Average 
median 
width (m)

Northbound Right-turn 1 3.6 4

Through 1

Left-turn 1

Southbound Right-turn 1 3.6 4

Through 1

Left-turn 1

Eastbound Right-turn 1 3.6 3

Through 1

Left-turn 1

Westbound Right-turn 1 3.6 3

Through 1

Left-turn 1
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Model calibration
Traffic simulation model is a microscopic, stochastic, and time step behavior model 
that provides a visual solution for performance of signalized intersection using pro-
gramming interface [13]. A calibration process was applied to obtain accurate results 
of simulation model with the observed field data. The aims of calibration process is 
to find the adjusted parameters for actual traffic state in the field in order to simu-
late the reliability and accuracy of parameter values used in VISSIM traffic simula-
tion model. To clarify the range of parameters for studied signalized intersection such 
as the headway distribution within intersection and desired speed distribution. The 
headway data were estimated by measuring the discharge queue headway for selected 
intersection (Al-Sakhara intersection) range from 2.1 s to 0.9 s [14]. The desired speed 
distribution was based on the field data using global positioning system GPS, and 

Fig. 1 Open street map of Palestine arterial street

Fig. 2 Google Map of Al-Sakhara intersection
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accordingly the default speed distribution was modified in VISSIM simulation model 
by choosing the rectangular distributions from (18 km/h) to (36 km/h) [15].

The methodology for calibration of simulated signalized intersection using VISSIM 
compare the delay measurement of vehicles obtained from field as measure of perfor-
mance of fitness parameters for post calibrated model. The comparison was displayed 
in Fig. 3 and Table 2 with different range for error of percentage from 10.9 to 4.8% 
for intersection approaches which indicated acceptable convergence for calibrated 
parameter for simulation model and field data.

Model validation
The microsimulation VISSIM model with adjusted parameters were compared with 
results obtained from field observation data for validation process to simulate the 
actual congestion of signalized intersection. The stopped delay results obtained from 
post calibration VISSIM model were used for comparison with observed field data. 
The comparison results on which the validation process had been accomplished 
were presented in Fig.  4 and Table  3. It is obvious from percentage of differences 
between simulation and field results ranging from 4.7 to 9.1% for all intersection 
approaches provide acceptable convergence and error below 10% for the validation 
of simulation model.

Simulation model of displaced left turn intersection
Microscopic simulation model based on VISSIM ver.9 were developed to evaluate the 
operational performance of the displaced left turn (DLT) intersection with conven-
tional intersection. Figure 5 depicted the VISSIM simulation model for actual signalized 
intersection (conventional) without displaced left turn model and Fig. 6 is the VISSIM 
simulation model for displaced left turn intersection model. To achieve the research 
objectives, a simulation model-based analysis results interpretation were conducted to 
study the impact of displaced left turn (DLT) on traffic operation and level of service for 
signalized intersection.

The traffic indices used for performance evaluation of signalized intersection and for 
more compressively; vehicle delay, stopped delay, and queue length were estimated. The 
simulation time was set for 3600 s for each case (conventional intersection and DLT 
intersection) and multiple test run were applied and the obtained results were averages 
for the test runs outputs.

Figure 7 shows the simulated results of average vehicle delay for conventional and DLT 
intersections. It is concluded that DLT intersection induced less vehicle delay as com-
pared with conventional one and for more specific the DLT intersection performed bet-
ter than conventional intersection in terms of average vehicle delay. The displaced left 
turn DLT reduced the average vehicle delay about 44% and improved the deterioration 
level of service from (F) to better level of service (D) as indicated in Table 4 for north and 
south approaches which represented the most congested legs of intersection during the 
peak period.

The comparison in this research was done also for stopped delay as one of the 
considered indices used for evaluating the operation performance of signalized 
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intersections. Figure 8 shows the simulation results for stopped delay and compared 
the differences between conventional and DLT intersections based on approaches 
basis. The results of stopped delay according to Fig. 6 and the DLT intersection with 
developed signal timing presented in Fig. 9 were 45 s and 50 s for south and north 

Fig. 3 Vehicle delay results for calibration model with field data

Table 2 Comparison of average vehicle delay for calibration model with field data

Approach Average vehicle delay (s/veh)

Simulated results after calibration Observed field data Error (%)

Northbound 82 78 4.8

Westbound 38 41 7.9

Southbound 90 101 10.9

Eastbound 48 45 6.3

Fig. 4 Stopped delay results for VISSIM simulation model
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Table 3 Comparison of stopped delay for validation model with field data

Approach Stopped delay (s/veh)

Simulated results for validation 
model

Observed field data Error (%)

Northbound 76 60 9.1

Westbound 42 39 7.1

Southbound 93 101 8.6

Eastbound 43 41 4.7

Fig. 5 VISSIM simulation model of conventional Al Sakhara intersection

Fig. 6 VISSIM simulation model of Al Sakhara intersection with DLT
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approaches which were lowest than the conventional intersection by about 51% and 
34% for south and north approaches respectively. This implies that DLT intersection 
reduced the extra stops of vehicle and improved the overall efficiency of signalized 
intersection.

The queue length was also considered in this research as a performance measure of 
effectiveness for the operational evaluation of DLT intersection. The conventional 

Fig. 7 Simulated results for vehicle delay of conventional and DLT intersections

Table 4 Level of service (LOS) for conventional intersection and DLT intersection

Approach Level of service (LOS)

Conventional intersection DLT 
intersection

Northbound F D

Westbound C C

Southbound F D

Eastbound D C

Fig. 8 Signal timing phasing for DLT intersection developed by VISSIM
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intersection showed longer queue length for south and north approaches as presented 
in Fig. 9 which can visually determine the effect of long queue and reflecting the existing 
conditions for a downstream congestion of south and north approaches for conventional 
and DLT intersections respectively. The reduction in the queue length ranged from 47.5 
to 42% as shown in Fig.  10, and this reduction was due to the displaced left turn for 
the continuous flow intersection; otherwise, conventional intersection showed long 
queue length and higher vehicle delay. Therefore, regarding queue length, DLT intersec-
tion with developed signal timings strategy had better performance for traffic operation 
than conventional intersection. Figure  11 shows the visual simulation traffic for DLT 
intersection.

Conclusions
This research studied congested signalized intersections in Baghdad City. An innovative 
solution of continuous flow intersection with displaced left turn was implemented to 
alleviate congestion and high vehicle delay. A VISSIM simulation software was applied 
for performance evaluation of Al-Sakhara intersection with displaced left turn. The sim-
ulation results showed the following:

1. The displaced left turn DLT reduced the average vehicle delay about 44% and 
improved the deterioration level of service from (F) to better level of service (D) for 
north and south approaches which represented the most congested legs of intersec-
tion during the peak period.

2. The results of stopped delay for DLT intersection with developed signal timing, were 
lowest than the conventional intersection by about 51% and 34% for south and north 
approaches respectively. This implies that DLT intersection reduced the extra stops 
of vehicle and improved the overall efficiency of signalized intersection.

3. The reduction in the queue length ranged from 47.5 to 42%; otherwise, conventional 
intersection showed long queue length and higher vehicle delay. Therefore, regard-

Fig. 9 Visual simulation for queue length of conventional intersection
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Fig. 10 Simulated results for queue length of conventional and DLT intersections

Fig. 11 Visual simulated traffic for DLT intersection
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ing queue length, DLT intersection with developed signal timings strategy had better 
performance for traffic operation than conventional intersection.

Recommendation
To find solutions for the traffic congestion problems at signalized intersection, access 
management strategies such as continuous flow intersections to alleviate congestion 
intersections should be implemented. Additionally, displaced left turn intersections 
result in significant operational benefits in saving time and costs.

Abbreviations
DLT: Displaced left turn; VISSIM: Verkehr In Städten-Simulations Modell (German for “Traffic in cities - simulation model”); 
LOS: Level of service.
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